UMSL-WIDE

Alumni Association Legacy Scholarship
UMSL Alumni Association*

Anheuser-Busch African-American Scholarship
Anheuser-Busch Companies Inc.

Association of American Railroads Scholarship in Rail Transportation
Association of American Railroads

Backstoppers Scholarships
Ed G. Smith* and the Smith Family

Mary E. Bane Scholarship
Mary C. Daly* and Rochelle I. Frank

Bellwether Foundation Jubilee Opportunity Scholarship
Bellwether Foundation

Black Faculty and Staff Association Scholarship
UMSL Black Faculty and Staff Association

Bridge Program Alumni Fellowship
Friends of UMSL

Lyle and Charlene Brizendine Scholarship
Lyle and Charlene Brizendine

Faculty and Friends Undergraduate Scholarship in Business Administration and Economics
Faculty, Staff and Friends of the College of Business Administration and Economics Department

Patti Carr Finish Your Degree Scholarship
Friends of UMSL

Casey Communications Inc. Undergraduate Scholarship
Marie A. Casey* and Kenneth J. Entringer

Lena Key Cassidy Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Lena Key Cassidy†

Amanda Cates Memorial Scholarship
Carolyn and Michael Cates and the City of Normandy

Chancellor’s Council Scholarship
UMSL Chancellor’s Council

William L. Clay Scholarship
William L. Clay Foundation

Ray Collins and Lucia Kramer Collins Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Ray Collins† and Lucia Kramer Collins†

Irvin and Margaret W. Dagen Scholarship in Honor of Marian O. Oldham
The Dagen Trust

Durand Family Scholarship
Douglas E. and Tauna L. Durand

Eaker Family Scholarship
Norman L.* and Lauralea Eaker

David and Rachel Eidelman Family Foundation Jubilee Scholarship
David and Rachel Eidelman

Emerson Community Scholarship Program
Emerson

Enterprise Resident Scholars Program
Enterprise Holdings

Express Scripts Community Scholars Program
Express Scripts

Faculty and Staff Scholarship
Faculty and Staff of UMSL

Father Bill Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of Newman House

Finish Your Degree Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of UMSL

President Elson S. Floyd Scholarship
Friends of President Elson S. Floyd†
Friends of UMSL Scholarship
Friends of UMSL

Jean DeBerry Fritsche Memorial Scholarship
St. Louis County Association of Educational Office Professionals

Future Alumni Leader Award
UMSL Alumni Association*

Chancellor Tom George 10th Anniversary Scholarship
UMSL Chancellor’s Council

Dagmar Graham Scholarship
Dagmar Graham

The Allen P. and Josephine B. Green Foundation Scholarship
Allen P. and Josephine B. Green Foundation

Friends of Dudley R. Grove Scholarship
Family and Friends of Dudley R. Grove*

Hellenic Spirit Foundation-UMSL Scholarships
Hellenic Spirit Foundation

Marty Hendin UMSL Rivermen Scholarship
UMSL Alumni*, Family and Friends

Elisabeth Horkits Scholarship
Gloria Horkits

Interco Minority Scholarship
Interco Charitable Trust

JMS Foundation Scholarships
Marie D. Jacobs

Key Workforce Scholarship
Friends of UMSL

Hazel L. Kohring Scholarship for Women in Transition
Hazel L. Kohring† and Business and Professional Women’s Organization of St. Louis City

Kwame Foundation Jubilee Opportunity Scholarship
Kwame Foundation

E. Desmond and Mary Ann Lee Medal for Philanthropy Scholarship
E. Desmond † and Mary Ann† Lee
E. Desmond Lee Scholars Foundation Program
E. Desmond “Des” Lee†

Sharon Marglous Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Sharon Marglous†

C. Rush and Frieda McAdam Scholarship
Family and Friends of C. Rush† and Frieda† McAdam

Theodore D. McNeal Memorial Scholarship
Friends of Theodore D. McNeal†

Richard H. Miles and Patricia D. Whitaker Opportunity Scholarship
Richard H. Miles and Patricia D. Whitaker

I.E. Millstone Centennial Scholarship
Family of I.E. Millstone†

Dorothy and Joe Molloy Memorial Scholarship
Neil Molloy*†

Monsanto/Marguerite Ross Barnett Scholarship
Monsanto Company

Monxmode Foundation Parent/Child Scholarship
Monxmode Foundation

North County Matching Scholarship Program
UMSL and UM System

Charles R. and Marian O. Oldham Memorial Scholarship
African-American Scholarship Initiative

Marian O. Oldham Scholarship
Family and Friends of Marian O. Oldham†

Opportunity Scholars Program
Multiple donors

Kathleen T. Osborn Alumni Scholarship
UMSL Alumni Association*

Phillip and Mary Page-Cap America Jubilee Scholarship
Phillip* and Mary Page

George and Melissa Paz Scholarship
George* and Melissa Paz

John Perry Scholarship
Staff Association of UMSL

Red & Gold Merit Scholarship
Red & Gold Golf Tournament Committee

Saks Philanthropic Fund Scholarship
Ronald S. Saks

John F. Sander Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of John F. Sander*†

Virgil N. Sapp Scholarship
Friends of Virgil N. Sapp†

Sigma-Aldrich Scholarship
Sigma-Aldrich Corporation

Wendell L. Smith Scholarship
Wendell L. Smith

St. Louis Mayors’ Scholarship
Friends of UMSL

Swiener Scholarship Fund
Rita R. Swiener

Tarlton Corporation Scholarship
Tarlton Corporation

Fernando Tatis/Cardinals Care Scholarship
Cardinals Care

Tau Kappa Epsilon Scholarship
Omicron Omicron Chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity

Towards Independence Scholarship
Patricia A.S. Schwinn*

Gwendolyn M. Tsadik Minority Scholarship
The 1987-88 Class of Leadership St. Louis

UMSL African-American Alumni Chapter Chancellor Marguerite Barnett Scholarship
KWAME Building Group, UMSL

UMSL Alumni Association African-American Chapter Scholarship
UMSL African-American Alumni Chapter*

UMSL Alumni Association President’s Award
President and Members of the UMSL Alumni Association*

UMSL Alumni Association “Show Me Success” Scholarship
UMSL Alumni Association*

Kathie Winter Housing Scholarship
Richard* and Kathie Winter

Kathie Winter Senior Degree Completion Scholarship
Richard* and Kathie Winter

UMSL Women Scholarship
Friends of UMSL

Wells Fargo Advisors Opportunity Scholarship
Wells Fargo Advisors

Buzz Westfall Scholarship for Academic Excellence
UMSL Friends Board

Joy E. Whitener Evening College Scholarship
Family and Friends of Joy E. Whitener†

Margaret Bush Wilson Scholarship
Estate of Margaret Bush Wilson†

Wednesday Club of St. Louis Scholarship
Wednesday Club of St. Louis

Women of AT&T Foundation Scholarship
Professional Women of AT&T Foundation
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Nancy S. Abel Memorial Scholarship
Charlotte A.* and John E. Martin

Adam Aronson Annual Scholarship
E. William Gillula*

AT&T Foundation Scholarship for Math and Science
AT&T Foundation

Bergfeld Family Jubilee Scholarship in Arts and Sciences
Joseph A. Bergfeld*

Kelly Fitzpatrick Butler Memorial Scholarship for SUCCEED
St. Louis Office for Developmental Disability Resources

Will and Hellen Carpenter Leadership Council Scholarship for Excellence in the Sciences
Will and Hellen Carpenter

Ceil DeGutis Award for Research Excellence
George Gokel

College of Fine Arts and Communication Community Advisory Board Undergraduate Scholarship
College of Fine Arts and Communication Community Advisory Board

Fine Arts and Communication Matching Scholarship
Friends, Faculty and Staff of the College of Fine Arts and Communication

Stanley and Terry Freerks Scholarship in Arts and Sciences
Stanley* and Terry* Freerks

Gillula Scholarship
William* and Patricia Gillula

Alvin Goldfarb Scholarship Fund for Dual Enrollment
Alvin Goldfarb Foundation

Leadership Council Scholarship for Arts and Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences Leadership Council

Stanley and Lucy Lopata Excellence in Creativity Award
Stanley† and Lucy† Lopata

Charlotte A. and John E. Martin Scholarship
Charlotte A.* and John E. Martin

Charlotte A. and John E. Martin Scholarship II
Charlotte A.* and John E. Martin

Mason Family Science Scholarship
John L. Mason

Eugene J. Meehan Scholarship
Alice E. Meehan†

Tom and Becky Minogue Scholarship
Thomas J.* and Rebecca C.* Minogue

Monsanto Minority Math and Science Scholarship
Monsanto Fund

Robert and Fern Mreen Scholarship
Fern D. Mreen*

Chase Reilly Novik Annual Scholarship for the SUCCEED Program
Steven Novik* and Cathy Barancik

Chase Reilly Novik Scholarship for the SUCCEED Program
Steven Novik* and Cathy Barancik

Pre-Law Advisory Council Scholarship
Pre-Law Advisory Council

Rath Family Scholarship
Suchitra* and Nigam P. Rath

George Dewey Ross Memorial Scholarship
Marguerite Ross Barnett†

George Rouihac Pre-Med Scholarship
Dudley Grove*

Claire Schenk and Richard Greenberg Scholarship in Arts and Sciences
Claire Schenk and Richard Greenberg

Drs. Suseela and Ramulu Samudrala Scholarship
Suseela and Ramulu Samudrala

SUCCEED Jubilee Scholarship
Friends of SUCCEED

Silk Foundation Scholarship
Silk Foundation

George C. Willson III Achievement Award
Allen P. and Josephine B. Green Foundation

Kathie Winter Scholarship
Richard L. Winter*

Kathie Winter Jubilee Scholarship
Richard L. Winter*

Howard Yasbin Scholarship in Arts and Sciences
Ronald and Sherrill Yasbin

ART AND ART HISTORY

Marietta Abele-Jack and Mary Tevlin Jubilee Scholarship in History/Art
Marietta K. Abele* and Patrick H. Gadell†

Hilda and Roy Bergmann Scholarship for Art
Estate of Roy† and Hilda† Bergmann

Glenda and David Hares Scholarship in Fine and Performing Arts
Glenda Hares

William T. Isbell II Art Scholarship
Mr. † and Mrs. † William L. Isbell

Jean Tucker and Sara Jenkins Scholarship in Art History
Bruce A. Welz*

Barbara St. Cyr/Art Faculty Scholarship
Art Department Faculty and Family and Friends of Barbara St. Cyr†

BIOLOGY

Muriel E. Babcock Memorial Fund
Family and Friends of Muriel E. Babcock†

Arnold B. Grobman Scholarship
Friends and Colleagues of Chancellor Emeritus Arnold B. Grobman†

Kent A. Tomazi Memorial Student Research Scholarship
Lois and George Tomazi
CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY

Charles W. Armbruster
Undergraduate Chemistry Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of the Chemistry Department

Lawrence Barton Scholarship
Faculty, Alumni* and Friends of UMSL

Eric G. Brunngraber Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Eric G. Brunngraber†

Chemistry Research Endowment
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Friends and Alumni of the Chemistry Department
Undergraduate Scholarship
Friends and Alumni* of the Chemistry Department

William T. and Erma Cooke Chemistry Scholarship
Dorothy Cooke* and Alfred Greco*

Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant Award Dedicated to the Memory of Jack L. Coombs
Friends and Alumni* of the Chemistry Department

Eugene and Joyce Corey Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of Eugene† and Joyce Corey

Linda and Michael Finkes Chemistry Scholarship
Linda* and Michael* Finkes

Graduate Research Accomplishment Prize in Chemistry
Friends and Alumni* of the Chemistry Department

Hal and Mary Harris Chemistry Scholarship
Hal and Mary Harris

Gary S. and Kathy A. Jacob Scholarship
Gary S. Jacob* and Kathy A. Jacob

M. Thomas Jones Memorial Scholarship
Patricia Jones* and Friends of M. Thomas Jones†

Stephen S. Lawrence Scholarship in Chemistry
Stephen S. Lawrence*

Monsanto Scholarship in Biochemistry and Biotechnology
Monsanto Fund

John J. Taylor Chemistry Undergraduate Scholarship
Allison Mueller*

Rudolph E. K. Winter Graduate Scholarship
Friends of UMSL Chemistry and Rudolph E. K. Winter

Women in Chemistry Scholarship
Barbara W. Brown*

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA

Jack and Carole Buck Family Scholarship
Family and Friends of Jack† and Carole Buck

Betty J. Lee Minority Scholarship
Friends of Betty J. Lee†

Mark McDonough Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Mark McDonough†

Sara E. Foster Communication Scholarship
Sara E. Foster*

CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Criminology and Criminal Justice Graduate Research Endowment
Alumni* and Friends of Criminology and Criminal Justice

Doris Fishman Administration of Justice Scholarship
Doris Fishman*

Charles G. Huber Jr. Dissertation Fellowship in Criminology and Criminal Justice
Charles G. Huber Jr.*

Charles G. Huber Jr. Scholarship in Criminology and Criminal Justice
Charles G. Huber Jr.*

Jennings Do-Dads Juvenile Justice Scholarship
Jennings Do-Dads

Edward G. Longinette Scholarship
Edward G. Longinette†

ECONOMICS

Robert Loring Allen Memorial Scholarship in Economics
Bruce* and Kelly Welz

Elizabeth Clayton Memorial Scholarship
Friends of Elizabeth Clayton†

Manjarrez Hawn and Centene Charitable Foundation Scholarship in Economics
Marcela Manjarrez Hawn* and the Centene Charitable Foundation

Sharon G. Levin Economics Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of Economics

Robert Sorensen Scholarship
Thomas R. and Katherine Ireland

Mary and David Suiter Scholarship in Economics
David J. and Mary C.* Suiter

ENGLISH

Hilda and Roy Bergmann Scholarship for Literature
Estate of Roy† and Hilda† Bergmann

Chuck Larson Memorial Scholarship
Friends of Chuck Larson†

Eugene B. Murray Memorial Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of the English Department

Paul T. Thiel Scholarship in Creative Writing
Paul T. Thiel

Florence Vogel Scholarship in English
Florence Vogel

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Marcus Allen Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Marcus Allen†

Baldini Family Scholarship
Eric and Deborah K.* Baldini

German Scholarship
Friends of the German Department

Dr. Allen B. and Helen S. Shopmaker Spanish Scholarship
Helen S. Shopmaker

Endowed scholarship
Annual scholarship
* alumnus/a
† deceased
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GENDER STUDIES

McAffrey Family Scholarship
Linda A. McAffrey*

Alan Ross Achievement Scholarship
Ann Ross*

Nanora Sweet Research Award in Gender Studies
William A. Kerr Foundation

Leaders of Tomorrow Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of Gender Studies

GERONTOLOGY

Albert and Virginia Calsyn Scholarship in Gerontology
Robert Calsyn†

WHITNEY R. HARRIS WORLD ECOCY CENTER

Jane and Stanley Birge Tropical Research Scholarship
Patrick L. Osborne and Nancy J. Birge-Osborne

The Christensen Fund Research Scholarships in Plant Conservation
The Christensen Fund

Henry B. Cowhey Scholarship
Harry & Flora Freund Memorial Foundation

Henry B. Cowhey Scholarship in Tropical Conservation
Julie B. Schoettle

John Denver Memorial Scholarship in Tropical Ecology
Hal and Carole Kroeger and Friends of the Harris Center

Stephen M. Doyle Scholarship in Tropical Ecology
Family and Friends of Stephen M. Doyle†

Leo and Kay Drey Scholarship
Leo† and Kay Drey and Friends of the Harris Center

Thomas F. George Undergraduate Ecology Research Fund
Kenneth and Nancy Kranzberg

Harris Center Community Partnership Jubilee Scholarship
Friends of the Harris Center

Harris Center International Student Award
Alan Cohen and the Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Jane Harris Scholarship in Tropical Botany
Friends of the Harris Center

Whitney R. Harris and Saint Louis Zoo Fellowship in Animal Conservation
Estate of Whitney R. Harris†

Whitney R. Harris Memorial Fund
Estate of Jane Freund Harris†

Whitney R. Harris World Ecology Center Scholarships
Estate of Whitney R. Harris†

Jenni Higashiguchi Memorial Scholarship in Ecology
Friends of the Harris Center

Jorie Butler Kent Scholarship
Jorie Butler Kent

Marcelle Kranzberg Undergraduate Research Award
Kenneth and Nancy Kranzberg

Mallinckrodt Graduate Fellowship in Tropical Ecology
Mallinckrodt, Inc.

Antoinette McGrath Memorial Scholarship to Promote Scientific Literacy
Maureen McGrath* and Friends

Mary Osborne Scholarship in Ecology and Conservation
Patrick L. Osborne and Nancy J. Birge-Osborne

Parker-Gentry Tropical Research Fellowship
Anonymous and Friends of the Harris Center

Peter H. Raven World Ecology Research Scholarship
Friends of the Harris Center

Stokes Family Scholarship in Tropical Conservation
Frank and Teg Stokes and Friends

Sandra A. and Virgil V. Van Trease Graduate Fellowship in Tropical Ecology
Sandra A.* and Virgil V. Van Trease

HISTORY

Marietta Abele-Jack and Mary Tevin Jubilee Scholarship in History/Art
Marietta K. Abele* and Patrick H. Gadell†

Roy Gene Burns History Scholarship
Colleen “Fire” Anstey*

James M. Clark Memorial Scholarship in History
A. Bayard Clark III

Stanley and Terry Freerks Scholarship
Stanley* and Terry* Freerks

Thomas J. Knapp Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Thomas J. Knapp†

Ted Listerman Award
Family and Friends of Theodore L. Listerman†

George Rawick Award in History
Phi Alpha Theta Honor Society and Friends of George Rawick†

Arthur Shaffer Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Arthur Shaffer†

St. Louis Mercantile Library Undergraduate Scholarship in History
Alumni* and Friends of UMSL

MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Edward Z. Andalafte Memorial Scholarship
Friends of Edward Z. Andalafte†

Boeing Computer Science Scholarship
The Boeing Company

Computer Science Scholarship
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science

Raymond and Thelma Balbes Scholarship in Mathematics
Raymond and Thelma* Balbes

KDM Technology Consulting Scholarship in Computer Science
Paula G.* and Todd A.* Kurlowski
Mathematical Sciences Alumni Scholarship  
Mathematics and Computer Science Alumni*  
Joseph M. and Mary A. Vogl Scholarship in Mathematics  
Joseph M.* and Mary A. Vogl  

MUSIC  
Leroy and Lola Harris, Jr. Music Scholarship  
Leroy† and Lola† Harris  
Maynard Ferguson Music Scholarship  
Steven F. Schankman*  
Mr. and Mrs. David P. Gast Scholarship in Music  
David P. and Carole K. Gast  
Priscilla Robb McDonnell Music Scholarship  
Sanford N. McDonnell†  
Bob and Carol Nordman Scholarship in Music  
Bob and Carol Nordman  
Presser Undergraduate Scholar Award  
Presser Foundation  
Michael H. and Deann J. Rubin Scholarship in Music  
Michael H.* and Deann J. Rubin  
Hilda E. Stroh Music Scholarship  
Musical Research Club of St. Louis  
Douglas L. Turpin and Linda L. Johnson-Turpin Family Scholarship in Music  
Douglas Turpin  
John and Bina Jo Walters Music Scholarship  
Family and Friends of John† and Melvina† Walters  

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY  
Richard D. Schwartz Undergraduate Scholarship in Physics and Astronomy  
Alumni* and Friends of Physics and Astronomy  
Don C. and Susan P. Winter Scholarship in Physics and Astronomy  
Don C.* and Susan P. Winter  

POLITICAL SCIENCE  
Ruth Boulicault Memorial Scholarship  
Family and Friends of Ruth Boulicault†  
Davis-Johnson Family Scholarship in Political Science II  
Marietta K. Abele* and Patrick H. Gadem†  
Jan Frantzen Political Science Alumni Scholarship  
Alumni* and Friends of the Political Science Department  
Political Science Academy Scholarship  
Alumni* and Friends of Political Science  
Political Science Alumni Scholarship  
Political Science Alumni*  
Political Science Graduate Research Assistant Scholarship  
Political Science Alumni* and Friends  
Politics in America Scholarship  
Lance T. LeLoup†  
Bruce T. Sommer Scholarship in Political Science  
Family and Friends of Bruce Sommer*  

ATHLETICS  
Lyle and Charlene Brizendine Scholarship for Men’s Basketball  
Lyle and Charlene Brizendine  
Arnold Copeland & 1972 Baseball Rivermen Team Scholarship  
Players* and Coaches of the 1972 UMSL Baseball Team  
Pat Hogan Men’s Soccer Scholarship  
Alumni*, Family and Friends of the Soccer Program  
Stan Musial Baseball Scholarship  
Stan Musial†James Niederkorn  
Men’s Golf Scholarship  
Friends of the Men’s Golf Program  
Rita Hoff Scott Women’s Basketball Scholarship  
Rita Hoff Scott†  
Chuck and Norma Smith Scholarship  
Friends of Chuck† and Norma*† Smith  

Evelyn and Stuart Symington Scholarship  
Friends of Evelyn and Stuart Symington  

PUBLIC POLICY ADMINISTRATION  
Robert J. Baer Fellowship in Public Policy Administration  
Friends of Robert J. Baer  
John McClusky Scholarship in Nonprofit Management and Leadership  
Friends of John McClusky  

PSYCHOLOGY  
Award for Behavioral Neuroscience Graduate Students  
George T. Taylor  
John J. Boswell Memorial Scholarship  
Family and Friends of John J. Boswell†  
Gary K. Burger Fellowship  
Friends of Gary K. Burger  
Konczak I/O Psychology Scholarship  
Leopold J. Konczak  
Lewis J. Sherman Memorial Scholarship  
Family and Friends of Lewis J. Sherman†  
Jayne Stake Feminist Research Award  
Friends of the Department of Psychology  
Kathy Van Dyke Memorial Scholarship  
Psychology Chapter of the Alumni Association*  

Endowed scholarship  
* alumnus/a  
Annual scholarship  
† deceased  
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Anheuser-Busch Employees Scholarship
Employees of Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.

Boeing Business Scholarship
The Boeing Company

Lyle and Charlene Brizendine College of Business Administration Scholarship
Lyle and Charlene Brizendine

Mark Burkhart College of Business Administration Scholarship
Mark Burkhart

CSI Leasing, Inc. Opportunity Scholarship
CSI Leasing, Inc.

Chunn Family Scholarship
Patrick J.* and Christina M. Chunn

J. Cole Award
J. Cole*

College of Business Administration Alumni Chapter Scholarship
College of Business Administration Alumni Chapter*

Donald H. Driemeier Business Scholarship
Donald H. Driemeier

Douglas E. Durand Award for Research Excellence
Douglas E. Durand

Dynalabs Scholarship Fund
Dynalabs LLC

Edward Jones Alumni Scholarship
Alumni* of UMSL Employed by Edward Jones

Keith J. Elliott and Ruth Hollander Elliott Need-Based Scholarship
Keith J. Elliott† and Ruth Hollander Elliott

Keith J. Elliott and Ruth Hollander Elliott Scholarship
Keith J. Elliott‡ and Ruth Hollander Elliott

Enterprise Opportunity Driver Scholarship
Enterprise Holdings Foundation

Entrepreneurial Studies Scholarship
Ann Ross* and Friends

Sharon and Dale Fiehler Scholarship
Sharon* and Dale Fiehler

Stanley and Terry Freerks Scholarship in Business Administration
Stanley* and Terry Freerks

Friends of the College of Business Administration Scholarship
Friends of the College of Business Administration

Heffern Loveless Scholarship
Kathy Heffern

Lyle and Peggy Gilbertson Scholarship
Lyle* and Peggy* Gilbertson

Graduate Business Scholarship
James and Mary S.* Gillespie

David P. Gustafson Memorial Scholarship for Overseas Study
Family and Friends of David P. Gustafson†

A.C. Ingersoll Jr. Memorial Fellowship in Transportation Studies
Pott-Ingersoll Fund of the Greater Saint Louis Community Foundation

Joseph Licavoli Scholarship
Joseph Licavoli*

Noel K. Mahr Graduate Business Scholarship
Family and Friends of Noel K. Mahr†

Maritz Jubilee Scholarship
Maritz

John and Helen Martinich Student-Athlete Scholarship
Joseph Martinich and Vicki Sauter

Arthur Mayer Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Ed G. Smith* and Friends of Arthur Mayer Jr.†

MDMC Graduate Scholarship
Friends of the College of Business Administration

Nidec Global Leadership and Management Scholarship
Nidec Motor Corporation

Jay H. Nilson Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Jay H. Nilson†

Steven Novik Scholarship
Edward Jones in Honor of Steven Novik’s Retirement

Joe and Marie Porter Scholarship
Joseph T. Porter Jr.* and Family and Friends of Joe† and Marie† Porter

Randy Sanderson Scholarship
Randy Sanderson*

Schuermann Family Scholarship
Alan C. and Jan B. Schuermann

Jean Frances Shelley VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance) Scholarship
Kevin and Anne (Shelley)* Lodes James* and Marcia Shelley Ron* and Patricia* Shelley

Belvia I. Smith and David W. Smith Memorial Business School Scholarship
Ed G. Smith*

Ed G. Smith Scholarship for Sigma Pi Active Members
Ed G. Smith*

Smith Family Study Abroad Business Scholarship
Ed G. Smith*

Emery C. Turner Business School Scholarship
Emery C. and Jean Turner

Sandra A. and Virgil V. Van Trease Scholarship
Sandra A.* and Virgil V. Van Trease

Winchester Family Scholarship
Michael* and Staci Winchester

ACCOUNTING

Kathleen Ann Arant Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Jacqueline McBrady*

BKD LLP Accounting Education Scholarship
BKD LLP

Bunge North America Scholarship
Bunge North America Foundation

Campbell Family Accounting Scholarship
Stuart K.* and Jane Campbell
Edward P. Condon Memorial and Catherine Condon Scholarship
Scott and Eileen* Lambert

Anita Palmer Corbin Scholarship
Anita Palmer Corbin*

Jack E. Cox Accounting Scholarship
Jack E. Cox and Alumni*, Family and Friends

Dilig Family Scholarship
Robert Dilg Jr.* and Penny Dilg*

Ernst and Young Accounting Scholarship
Alumni* of UMSL Employed by Ernst and Young LLP

Donna Denner Free Scholarship
Paul R.* and Donna Denner* Free

David R. Ganz Accounting Scholarship
David R. Ganz and Friends

Albert W. Haskell Memorial Accounting Scholarship
Family and Friends of Albert W. Haskell†

Mark A. Jansen/RubinBrown Graduate Scholarship in Accounting
Mark A. Jansen*

Terry Killian Memorial Scholarship in Accounting
Patricia E. Killian*

Mueller Prost Accounting Scholarship
Mueller Prost

RubinBrown Accounting Scholarship
RubinBrown LLP

RubinBrown Alumni Scholarship
Alumni* of UMSL Employed by RubinBrown

St. Louis International Tax Group Scholarship
St. Louis International Tax Group

Swyers Family Scholarship
Steven* and Judy Swyers

Norbert Terre Memorial Scholarship
Friends of Norbert Terre†

CYBERSECURITY
Mastercard Cybersecurity Scholarship
Mastercard

The Gateway to CyberCity Scholarship
Society for Information Management – St. Louis, Security Advisor Alliance, and St. Louis Regional Chapter

FINANCE
Mindy Griffin Finance Scholarship
Family and Friends of Mindy Griffin*†

NISA Investment Advisors Scholarship
NISA Investment Advisors, LLC

Ethan A.H. Shepley Jr. Community Banking Award
Friends of Ethan A.H. Shepley Jr.†

Student Investment Trust Scholarship
Friends of SIT

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Tim Heard/Caleres Scholarship in International Business
Timothy R. Heard

International Business Scholarship
James and Mary S.* Gillespie

International Business Advisory Board Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of International Business

International Business Studies Matching Scholarship
Friends of International Business

Messrs. Pang Yulam & Pang Kiyan Memorial Scholarship
Kei Pang

Robert B. Vining Jr. Memorial Scholarship in International Business
James W.† and Janet K. Carell

LOGISTICS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Boyer-Millstein Scholarship in Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Mitchell* and Susan Millstein

Logistics and Supply Chain Management Scholarship
James and Mary S.* Gillespie

Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Markland Scholarship
Robert E. and Mylla* Markland

MANAGEMENT/INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Accenture Alumni Scholarship for Outstanding MIS Students
Alumni* of UMSL Employed by Accenture

Association for Systems Management Saint Louis Scholarship
St. Louis Gateway Chapter of the Association for Systems Management

Timothy J. Caton Scholarship in Information Systems
John Caton

Gateway to Innovation Scholarship
Society for Information Management St. Louis

MARKETING
Marketing Advisory Board Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of Marketing

MDMC Undergraduate Scholarship in Marketing
Friends of the College of Business Administration
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Ward E. Barnes and Julia Barnes Education Scholarship
Family and Friends of Ward E.† and Julia† Barnes
Victor A. Battistich Memorial Graduate Award
Alumni* and Friends of Victor Battistich†
DAKOTA – Angie Behlmann Memorial Scholarship
Gary† and Karen Behlmann
Steve Beran Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Steve Beran
Beta Sigma Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa for the Eileen McHugh Scholarship
Beta Sigma Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
James T. Broadnax Memorial Scholarship
Joycene Davis*
Marie Morheuser Casey Scholarship in Education
Marie A. Casey* and Kenneth J. Entringer
Georganne Rose Cunningham Scholarship in Special Education
Margaret Barclay Cunningham
College of Education Alumni Chapter Scholarship
College of Education Alumni*
College of Education Leadership Scholarship
Friends of the College of Education
Adolph and Carol Frank Character Education Scholarship
Dr. Robert M. Frank
Dean Rickey George Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Rickey George†
David Gottlieb Citizenship Education Fellowship
David Gottlieb†
Dr. Charles R. Granger Scholarship in Science Education
Charles R. Granger
Granger Science Education and Literacy Development Scholarship
Charles R. Granger
Ann Hager Memorial Scholarship in Education
Connie Burkhardt*
Kathleen M. Haywood Scholarship
Kathleen M. Haywood
John A. Henschke Fund
Wanda J. Long
Carl W. Hoagland Scholarship in Education
Carl Hoagland and Joan Bray
Helen Ogle Schmitt and Rita Hoerr Curtis Scholarship
Thomas R.† and Karleen O.† Hoerr
Kenneth and Ruth Levinson Hook Memorial Scholarship
Samuel and Joan Levinson
Marie L. Larkin Scholarship
Anonymous
Ling Li Memorial Graduate Scholarship
Family and Friends of Ling Li†
Juanna Marie Link Memorial Scholarship
Family and Friends of Juanna Marie Link†
Stanley and Lucy Lopata Scholarship in Science Education
Lucy Lopata†
Sanford N. McDonnell Memorial Fellowship in Character Education
Alumni* and Friends of Character Education
Mimi and Gogie Scholarship
Anonymous
Vernon C. Mitchell, Sr. Scholarship
Vernon C. Mitchell, Jr.
Edward and Hattie Muenster Jubilee Scholarship
Gregory E.† and Sydney L. Muenster
Robert J. and Adele Dugan Proffer Math and Science Education Scholarship
Robert J. Proffer
Robert E. Rea Mathematics Education Scholarship
Barbara Rea
Carol Ann and Melvyn D. Robinson Memorial Scholarship
Mel† and Phyllis Robinson
Emma Schlemper Scholarship in Teacher Education
Helen L. Musenbrock†
Helen Ogle Schmitt Scholarship
Thomas* and Karleen* Hoerr
Student Teaching Scholarship
College of Education Alumni* and Friends
Monte C. Throdahl Scholarship in Science Education
Josephine Throdahl†
Buel and Pearl Walters Science Educator Scholarship
Buel† and Pearl Walters†
John and Lisa Weber Scholarship in Education
John* and Lisa Weber
The Wednesday Club of St. Louis Centennial Scholarship
The Wednesday Club of St. Louis
Zonta Club of St. Louis Education Scholarship
Zonta Club of St. Louis

Endowed scholarship
Annual scholarship
* alumnus/a
† deceased
UMSL/WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
JOINT UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEERING PROGRAM

Boeing Engineering Scholarship
The Boeing Company

Boeing Joint Undergraduate Engineering Program Scholarship
The Boeing Company

Adeline and Erwin Branahl Scholarship I
Erwin† and Adeline Branahl

Adeline and Erwin Branahl Scholarship II
Erwin† and Adeline Branahl

Erwin and Adeline Branahl Honors Engineering Scholarship
Erwin† and Adeline Branahl

Branahl Family Scholarship
Erwin† and Adeline Branahl

Branahl 20th Anniversary Engineering Scholarship
Erwin† and Adeline Branahl

Citizen’s Committee for Engineering Scholarship
Citizen’s Committee for Engineering Fund

Richard Earl “Dick” Davis Family Memorial Scholarship
Davis Family

Myron and Sue Dmytryszyn Family Scholarship
Myron Dmytryszyn†

Essex Industries Jubilee Engineering Scholarship
The Guller Family

John E. and Phyllis L. Evans III Scholarship
John E. and Phyllis L. Evans III

Robert and Donna Heider Engineering Scholarship
Robert and Donna Heider

Richard and Karen Hoff Engineering Scholarship
Richard* and Karen Hoff

Jacobs-Sverdrup Engineering Scholarship
Sverdrup Corporation

Carol Keuker Memorial Scholarship
National Association of Women in Construction

Stanley and Lucy Lopata Scholarship
Stanley† and Lucy† Lopata

McDonnell Opportunity Scholarship
John F. McDonnell

Nidec Motor Corporation Engineering Scholarship
Nidec Motor Corporation

Herbert H. Sweeney Memorial Scholarship
Erwin† and Adeline Branahl

PIERRE LACLEDE HONORS COLLEGE

Earl C. and Frances E. AuBuchon Memorial Scholarship
Susanne AuBuchon Brauer* and Timothy A. Brauer

Liliana Ayala Berlyn and Mark A. Berlyn Honors Scholarship
Liliana Ayala Berlyn and Mark A. Berlyn†

Robert and Paulette Bliss Study Abroad Scholarship
Robert and Paulette Bliss

Dennis Bohnenkamp Award
Dennis Bohnenkamp† and Friends

Chancellor’s Council Scholarship for the Honors College
UMSL Chancellor’s Council

James F. Doyle Scholarship for the Study of Justice
The Doyle Family

Stanley and Terry Freerks Honors College Arts & Sciences Scholarship
Stanley* and Terry* Freerks

Stanley and Terry Freerks Honors College Business Administration Scholarship
Stanley* and Terry* Freerks

Stanley and Terry Freerks Honors College Jubilee Honors Scholarship
Stanley* and Terry* Freerks

Peter W. and Helen M. Goode Memorial Scholarship
Nora Goode Casey, Wayne and Jane Goode, Linda Goode Wilson

Catherine and Richard Henroid Memorial Scholarship
Estate of Catherine Henroid†

Jung-Anderson Scholarship in the Pierre Laclede Honors College
Richard K. Jung* and Janice Anderson

Martin Leifeld and Ellen Howe Opportunity Scholarship
Martin Leifeld and Ellen Howe

Macy’s Honors Scholars Scholarship
Macy’s Inc.

Pierre Laclede Honors College Leadership Council Scholarship
Pierre Laclede Honors College Leadership Council

Pierre Laclede Honors College Leadership Council Scholarship III
Pierre Laclede Honors College Leadership Council

Blanche and Joseph Touhill Honors College Scholarship
Judge Joseph and Blanche M. Touhill

Sandra and Virgil Van Trease Reach for Excellence Scholarship in Business Administration
Sandra A.* and Virgil V. Van Trease

Harriett Woods Leadership Scholarship
Harriett Woods†
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND PROGRAMS

ARC and the Gupta Family Scholarship
Surendra K. Gupta

Bob Baumann Prize for International Studies
Margaret E. Holyfield* and Maurice R. Meslans

Robert and Paulette Bliss Study Abroad Travel Fund
Robert and Paulette Bliss

Christopher S. “Kit” Bond Distinguished International Scholars Fund
Friends of Kit Bond

Alyn and Marilyn Essman Study Abroad Scholarship
Alyn† and Marilyn† Essman

Joel Glassman and Kathy Cochrane Study Abroad Scholarship
Joel Glassman and Kathy Cochrane

Hellenic Government-Karakas Family Foundation Scholarship
Center for International Studies

Irish Travel Studies
Andrew O’Brien

Koumparakis-Moss Scholarship in Hellenic Studies
Elaine Moss and Friends

Jane M. and Bruce P. Robert French Study Scholarship
Jane M. and Bruce P. Robert

Manfred Rommel Scholarship
Friends of Manfred Rommel†

Thomas L. and Brenda M. McPhail Award for Study Abroad
Thomas L. and Brenda M. McPhail

Dr. Allen B. and Helen S. Shopmaker Study Abroad Scholarship
Helen S. Shopmaker

Tatini Family Scholarship in International Studies
Paparao Tatini

Blanche M. Touhill International Study Scholarship
William and Anne Tao

Eileen and Bob Sherrill Study Abroad Scholarship
Judge Joseph and Blanche M. Touhill

Judge Robert W. Van Dillen Study Abroad Scholarship
Judge Joseph and Blanche M. Touhill

* alumnus/a  † deceased

Endowed scholarship  Annual scholarship
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COLLEGE OF NURSING

Akerson Nursing Scholarship
Alan* and Dorothy Akerson

John and Renee Berra Family Scholarship in Nursing
John and Renee Berra

Nancy Sue Claypool Memorial Research Scholarship
John William Claypool†

Curtis and Dianne Coonrod Oncology Nursing Scholarship
Curtis and Dianne Coonrod

Glen Hahn Cope Scholarship in Nursing
Mary E. Walker

Dmytryszyn-Abele Scholarship in Nursing
Marietta K. Abele* and Patrick H. Gadell*

Ann G. Elbert-Brock Memorial Nursing Scholarship
Anonymous

Clinical Nursing Scholarship
Alan* and Dorothy Akerson

Helping Hands Scholarship in Nursing
Anonymous

Maureen S. Hoffman Nursing Scholarship
Charles* and Maureen Hoffman

B. Patricia G’Sell Scholarship in Nursing
Richard D. G’Sell*

Janet Education Foundation Scholarship
Janet Education Foundation

Shirley A. Martin Nursing Scholarship
Friends and Alumni* of the College of Nursing

Inspired by Life Scholarship
Mid-America Transplant

College of Nursing Leadership Council Matching Scholarship
College of Nursing Leadership Council

UMSL Nursing Alumni Chapter Scholarship
UMSL Nursing Alumni Chapter*

Margaret Oberneufemann, R.N., Scholarship for Nurses
Friends of Margaret Oberneufemann†

Jeanne O’Grady Memorial Fellowship
Jack O’Grady† and Jeanne E. Zack*

SSM Health Care Scholarship
SSM Health Care

St. John’s Mercy Scholarship
St. John’s Mercy Medical Center

St. Luke’s Hospital Scholarship
St. Luke’s Hospital

Tracy Sherman Memorial Nursing Scholarship
Linda Sherman

B. Phillip Tidwell Memorial Nursing Scholarship
B. Phillip Tidwell†

Buel and Pearl Walters Nursing Scholarship
Buel† and Pearl Walters†

Sandra Lee Williams Memorial Scholarship in Nursing
Amy Soell and Jill Williams

Peggy Zotta Annual Scholarship
Margaret E. Holyfield* and Maurice R. Meslans

Endowed scholarship
* alumnus/a

Annual scholarship
† deceased
COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY

Bellingrath Scholarship in Optometry
Edward Bellingrath*

Jack W. Bennett, O.D. Scholarship
Family and Friends of Jack W. Bennett†

CIBA Vision Optometric Leadership Scholarship
CIBA Vision

Dr. Frank and Mrs. Dorris Fontana Scholarship in Optometry
Friends of Frank and Dorris† Fontana

Helen L. Gadell Scholarship
Family of Helen Gadell†

Mary Maloney Gilbert Scholarship in Optometry
Mary Maloney Gilbert†

Terry Ingraham Diversity Scholarship
Vistakon

Dr. William R. Jackson Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Estate of William R. Jackson Jr.†

Dr. William R. Jackson Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Missouri Optometric Foundation

Dr. William R. Jackson Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Annual Scholarship

Dr. Robert A. Koetting Scholarship for Fourth Year Optometry Students
Robert A. Koetting† and Friends

Midland, Ozarks and Sutherlin Optical Labs Scholarship
Midland, Ozarks and Sutherlin Optical Labs

Raymond I. Myers Outstanding Leadership Award
Raymond I. Myers

Optometry Alumni and Friends Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of Optometry

Anne C. Ream, O.D Scholarship in Optometry
Anne C. Ream*

A.M. Skeffington Memorial Scholarship
Friends of the College of Optometry

Vision Service Plan Scholarship
Vision Service Plan

Women in Optometry
Barbara W. Brown* and Linda A. McAffrey*

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Alumni and Friends of Social Welfare Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of Social Work

Norman Flax and Joan Hashimi Master's Scholarship in Social Work
Friends of Norman Flax and Joan Hashimi

Victor Hauck Scholarship in Social Work
Lois Pierce and E. Terrence Jones

Des Lee Gerontology Fellowship Program
E. Desmond “Des” and Mary Ann† Lee

Elaine Rosalie Lawson Memorial Scholarship
James E. Lawson and James E. Lawson II

Muriel Pumphrey Scholarship
Family and Friends of Muriel Pumphrey†

Beverly Sporleder Jubilee Scholarship in Social Work
Friends of Beverly Sporleder

UMSL Social Work Alumni Chapter Undergraduate Scholarship
Alumni* and Friends of Social Work

Endowed scholarship
* alumnus/a

Annual scholarship
† deceased